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Promoting a Culture of Safety: Use of the Hospital Survey on Patient Safety Culture in Critical Access Hospitals

Zachariah T. Croll, Andrew F. Coburn, and Karen B. Pearson
Maine Rural Health Research Center, University of Southern Maine

This brief is one in a series of policy briefs identifying and assessing evidence-based patient safety and quality improvement interventions appropriate for use by state Flex Programs and Critical Access Hospitals (CAH)s, and discusses the use of patient safety culture surveys as a means to promote organizational learning and build a culture of safety.

Introduction

Over a decade ago, the Institute of Medicine (IOM), in their landmark studies, To Err is Human and Crossing the Quality Chasm, urged health care organizations to adopt proven organizational models and strategies from other high-risk industries to minimize error and reduce harm to patients, and called for a consistent standard of patient safety.\(^1\) To promote a culture of safety and ensure safer systems of care, the IOM emphasized the importance of developing clear, highly visible patient safety programs that focus organizational attention on safety; using non-punitive systems for reporting and analyzing errors; incorporating well-established safety principles such as standardized and simplified equipment, supplies, and work processes; and establishing proven interdisciplinary team training programs for providers.\(^1\) These issues of patient safety and quality are still relevant today, and an organization’s culture of safety provides the needed environment in which medical errors can be prevented and quality initiatives sustained.\(^3\)-\(^5\)

To inform our work, we reviewed the literature and convened a rural patient safety expert panel with representatives from federal and state government and academia to share their experiences and offer guidance to Critical Access Hospitals (CAHs). More detailed information on the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Hospital Survey on Patient Safety Culture and practical suggestions on how to adapt it for rural hospitals is available in the associated April 2012 Flex Briefing Paper No. 30, available on the Flex website at: [http://flexmonitoring.org](http://flexmonitoring.org). A listing of additional resources is provided at the end of this brief to aid hospitals in enhancing patient safety culture and improving the quality and safety of care.

Organizational Safety Culture: What is it?

Hospital leaders face increasing pressure to cultivate an organizational culture of safety that protects patients from medical error. However, the definitional ambiguity and breadth of safety culture as a construct can make it difficult to operationalize. Reason and Hobbs\(^6\) suggest that rather than attempt a single comprehensive definition of patient safety culture,
it is often more useful to think of safety culture in terms of three essential, interlocking components: (1) a just culture, (2) a reporting culture and (3) a learning culture. They note that culture is further defined by what an organization is (beliefs, attitudes and values), as well as what an organization does (structures, practices, policies and controls).

Is There Evidence that Safety Culture Affects Safety?
A growing body of research demonstrates a positive relationship between organizational culture and safety outcomes for both patients and employees.

Examples from the literature show that:

- Hospitals with enhanced patient safety culture had lower AHRQ Patient Safety Indicator scores for in-hospital complications and adverse events.⁷
- Hospitals with higher levels of group culture (teamwork effectiveness) have experienced fewer patient falls resulting in injury.⁸
- Hospital intensive care units (ICUs) with positive organizational climates had lower rates of occupational injury and blood/body fluid exposure.⁹
- ICU staff perceptions of safety climate were found to be associated with hospital mortality and length of stay (LOS); lower safety climate perceptions were significantly associated with increased hospital LOS.¹⁰
- Hospitals with poorer safety climates had higher readmission rates for acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and heart failure.¹¹
- Hospitals with poor organizational climate and high nurse workloads were associated with a higher (2-fold) risk of needle-stick injuries to nurses.¹²
- Perceptions of organizational safety culture differ by management level and professional discipline, with senior managers and physicians perceiving better safety culture than frontline staff and nurses.¹³⁻¹⁷

Patient Safety Culture Surveys
The use of safety culture surveys to diagnose problem areas and effectively target interventions to improve patient safety culture has been well documented. Through administration of a survey, organizations can establish baseline measures, identify areas in need of improvement, and monitor the impact of patient safety initiatives over time.¹⁸⁻²¹

As safety culture has become increasingly recognized as a critical factor in hospital quality and safety improvement efforts, culture surveys have also gained prominence, the most well-established and rigorously tested being the AHRQ Hospital Survey on Patient Safety Culture (Culture Survey) (Flin, 2007).²²

Use of the AHRQ Hospital Survey on Patient Safety Culture in Critical Access Hospitals
The Tennessee Rural Hospital Patient Safety Demonstration project used the AHRQ Culture Survey in tandem with two other patient safety interventions as part of a multi-organizational effort to strengthen patient safety in eight small rural hospitals. In response to preliminary results, all participating hospitals sought to develop non-blame, anonymous error reporting systems and adopted a variety of continuous quality improvement techniques including root cause analysis, forced function, and surgical pause.²³ Composite hospital results from successive rounds of the survey showed improvement in nine of the survey’s twelve dimensions, with the largest improvements in communication openness, feedback and communication about errors, teamwork within areas, frequency of events reported, and non-punitive response to errors.²³⁻²⁴

The effectiveness of the AHRQ Culture Survey in planning, executing and evaluating targeted patient safety interventions was also demonstrated by Jones and colleagues who conducted a rural-adapted Culture Survey in 24 CAHs to obtain baseline assessments of their cultures of safety and stimulate dialogue about safety culture.²⁵ The rural-adapted version of the Culture Survey is available from the Nebraska Center for Rural Health Research website: [http://www.unmc.edu/rural/patient-safety/culture%20survey/culture-survey.html](http://www.unmc.edu/rural/patient-safety/culture%20survey/culture-survey.html)

The results were used to develop benchmarks and plan safety culture educational interventions to address areas in need of improvement. Upon reassessment, the average scores on the 12 dimensions of the Culture Survey increased for 17 of the 21 CAHs that participated in follow-up safety culture educational activities; conversely, scores decreased among the four CAHs that chose not to participate. The authors’ findings are consistent...
with other research showing that perceptions of safety culture vary by work area and position, with non-clinician management reporting more positive assessments than nurses and providers actively engaged in patient care.

Promoting a Culture of Safety in Rural Hospitals

Rural hospitals often face technological, staffing, financial and other organizational constraints that may inhibit implementation of patient safety interventions. Tupper and Klinger note that the lower census and limited service mix of rural hospitals often results in a low volume of measurable events, making it difficult to reliably assess the safety environment prior to and following patient safety interventions. However, these challenges are not insurmountable, and despite resource constraints on rural hospitals, the Culture Survey has demonstrated its value to patient safety initiatives in CAHs (see above).

Additionally, it is important that CAHs pursue a diversified strategy for improving patient safety. Coburn and colleagues recommend that rural hospitals adopt a comprehensive patient safety program that includes measurable objectives, patient safety educational opportunities for employees, and a system for reporting and responding to errors.

How Can Flex Programs Help Impact Patient Safety Culture?

State Flex Programs and Flex Coordinators can play a critical role in providing the leadership and assistance needed by CAHs interested in the Culture Survey. In addition to providing financial support, State Flex Programs can encourage the use of evidence-based patient safety programs; offer technical assistance and training; facilitate administration and analysis of the Culture Survey; assist with external benchmarking; and share findings across CAHs.

For more information on this study, please contact Zach Croll at zgagecroll@usm.maine.edu.
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